
Your direct route to English success



Helping advanced students to 
really advance



“Advanced students feel cheated if they don’t feel they’ve 
learnt anything new in the class. They seem to forget that 
acquiring skill in a language isn’t always about ‘the new’ 
as much as using, expanding and refining ‘the old’.”

http://www.onestopenglish.com/support/ask-the-
experts/methodology-questions/methodology-teaching-at-
advanced-levels/146378.article

Laura, from Uruguay

http://www.onestopenglish.com/support/ask-the-experts/methodology-questions/methodology-teaching-at-advanced-levels/146378.article


“I teach students who are planning to take CAE or CELS 
Higher, and sometimes it is hard to get rid of their feeling 
that they know everything (when they don’t) and that we 
are always doing the same things.”

http://www.onestopenglish.com/support/ask-the-
experts/methodology-questions/methodology-teaching-at-
advanced-levels/146378.article

‘uwcgirl’

http://www.onestopenglish.com/support/ask-the-experts/methodology-questions/methodology-teaching-at-advanced-levels/146378.article


“Advanced students need to be motivated: finding out 
their interests early on, helps you focus on what they like 
discussing.”

http://oupeltglobalblog.com/2011/08/23/how-to-make-
progress-with-advanced-students/

Rachel Appleby



“I don’t think I have ever taught or observed an advanced lesson 
that went seriously wrong. After all, advanced students have been 
in the game long enough and know enough English to ensure that 
most of our lessons run – at worst – relatively smoothly.
But I have often walked out of lively, fun, seemingly trouble – free 
C1 lessons, wondering deep down how much learning had really 
taken place.”

http://www.luizotaviobarros.com/2014/0
3/teach-advanced-students-esl-efl.html

Luiz Otavio Barros

http://www.luizotaviobarros.com/2014/03/teach-advanced-students-esl-efl.html


• What problems do advanced students still 
typically have?

• What approaches, materials and activities can 
be used to help them?

• What pitfalls should we avoid?



Grammar

Photo Credit: <a href="https://www.flickr.com/photos/58442690@N00/486222966/">Iain Farrell</a> via 
<a href="http://compfight.com">Compfight</a> <a href="https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-
nd/2.0/">cc</a>



Grammar

1     a/an
2 verb and subject agreement
3 inversion (hardly had I etc)
4 -ing or infinitive (verb patterns)
5 Mixed conditionals
6 present simple or present continuous
7 comparatives
8 Relative clauses



Grammar

As it is a reality the advantages and disadvantages resemble two 
sides of one coin, which usually runs parallel. So like other things 
internet also have some downsides, like causing people health 
problems for example, poor eye-sight, back ache or migraines. 
Today’s teenagers usually prefer to spend their time on the internet 
rather than to participating in other physical activities, which 
causing them to have a weaker physical health.

Photo Credit: <a href="https://www.flickr.com/photos/58442690@N00/486222966/">Iain Farrell</a> via 
<a href="http://compfight.com">Compfight</a> <a href="https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-
nd/2.0/">cc</a>

Extract from sample band 7 IELTS essay
www.ielts-blog.com



Grammar

Extract from sample band 7 IELTS essay
www.ielts-blog.com

Secondly, many nations in Africa and Asia are very poor. Famine, 
diseases, crime and illiteracy are killing the citizens of these 
countries. In the contrary,  many nations in Europe and America 
are too rich. If there are no actions taken, this inequality will increase 
dramatically. Poor countries will become more and more poorer 
while rich countries will become more and more richer. As a result, 
the poorest countries will become slaves of the richest countries. So, 
sharing wealth is an useful way to prevent people from that bad 
future.



Grammar

Navigate C1



Grammar

Navigate C1

threw

was

was teasing

was laughing
have been watching

test-
teach-
test



Navigate C1

guided 
discovery



Grammar

Navigate C1



Grammar activities for 
advanced learners

href="https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nd/2.0/">cc</a>

noticing



Grammar activities for 
advanced learners



Filling in the gaps

Photo Credit: <a 
href="https://www.flickr.com/photos/8366315@N04/5272105059/">readephot
ography</a> via <a href="http://compfight.com">Compfight</a> <a 
href="https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nd/2.0/">cc</a>



Dictogloss



Reverse translation

1 Translate the text into L1
2 Wait 
3 Translate the translation back into English
4 Compare this version and the original- what 
do you notice?



Grammaring

PSYCHOLOGY SUPPORT PARTICULAR 
GROUP OR TEAM SEEM MYSTERIOUS AND 
IRRATIONAL. WHY IMPORTANT ONE TEAM 
BEAT ANOTHER WHEN SEEM NO 
DISCERNABLE DIFFERENCE THEM? 



Photo Credit: <a 
href="https://www.flickr.com/photos/10845359@N02/4420777498/">Parker 
Knight</a> via <a href="http://compfight.com">Compfight</a> <a 
href="https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.0/">cc</a>

Rarely have I 
felt so 
confused…..



Vocabulary



‘Mining’ texts 
for vocabulary
We can….broaden our 
students' repertoire of 
language by actively 
“mining” reading or 
listening texts (as one 
mines for gold or 
precious gems) for 
…..sets of words and 
expressions that serve 
as models for student 
use. 

Joan Saslow (A Process Approach to 
Discussion)



‘Mining’ texts

Navigate B2



‘Mining’ texts

survey
back-to-back
complex
transformed
enabling
commercial breaks
indicates

Navigate B2



‘Mining’ texts

one after the other
‘Some said watching several episodes back-to- back 

understand           complicated
makes it easier to follow the sometimes complex 

storylines.’ 

Navigate B2



Which phrase is more frequent?
Which phrase is more frequent?

www.googlefight.co.uk



Which phrase is more frequent?
Which phrase is more frequent?

www.googlefight.co.uk



‘How popular or current are these phrases?

grab a bite to eat, dressed to the nines, paint the town red, dance the night away, 



Vocabulary 
systems



The biggest issue with vocabulary 
at advanced levels?



The biggest issue with vocabulary 
at advanced levels?

Not enough recycling!



How do we remember new words?

1 Repetition of encounters with a word- at 
least seven times over spaced intervals.
2 Retrieval
3 Use it or lose it
4 Cognitive depth
5 Personalisation

Adapted from How to teach 
Vocabulary- Scott Thornbury



The word box

• hot seat
• botticelli
• trading cards
• sentence 

building
• categorisation



Reading and listening







Pinker on oronyms

"All speech is an illusion. In the speech sound wave, one word runs 
into the next seamlessly; there are no little silences between 
spoken words the way there are white spaces between written 
words. We simply hallucinate word boundaries when we reach the 
edge of a stretch of sound that matches some entry in our mental 
dictionary. . . . The seamlessness of speech is also apparent 
in oronyms, strings of sound that can be carved into words in two 
different ways:

The stuffy nose can lead to problems.
The stuff he knows can lead to problems.

(Steven Pinker, The Language Instinct. William Morrow & Co., 1994)





Listening



Reading



Speaking

https://flic.kr/p/hKQMcN



‘pushed output’



Adding to learners’ repertoire

Navigate C1



‘

Get out of 
that comfort 
zone!



Repetition

Photo Credit: <a 
href="https://www.flickr.com/photos/48586199@N05/4457832238/">visag
ency</a> via <a href="http://compfight.com">Compfight</a> <a 
href="https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nd/2.0/">cc</a>



Public performance



Noticing and filling the gap



Helping advanced learners to 
really advance

‘I have often walked out of lively, fun, seemingly trouble – free C1 
lessons, wondering deep down how much learning had really taken 
place.’

‘Advanced students feel cheated if 
they don’t feel they’ve learnt 
anything new in the class. ‘

‘…..sometimes it is hard to get rid 
of their feeling that they know 
everything (when they don’t) and 
that we are always doing the same 
thing’

‘Advanced students need to be 
motivated.’



@teflerinha
www.elt-
resourceful.com

http://www.elt-resourceful.com/


Your direct route to English success


